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Abstract This article presents a new numeric code that
reduces the truncation error, and its application to the
progressive image coding algorithms.
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Introduction

The progressive image coding algorithms usually process the transform
coefficients in several passes in which a bit from each of the coefficients is
inserted in the output stream [4], [5], [7]. All the bits processed at the same pass
form a bit plane. The existing algorithms are focused on the efficient
specification of the bit planes. The decoder completes the bits in the planes that
it has no information about with zeroes. Thus the coefficients are truncated at
the bit that corresponds to the last of the bit planes, and the approximation
improves with each new pass.

This article presents a new numeric code that reduces the truncation
error of the transform coefficients and implicitly improves the quality of the
reconstructed images.

1.  The MTE code

The first variant of this code is named MTE (Minimizing the
Truncation Error) because its aim is to reduce the truncation error at each of the
passes. The proposed MTE code is a positional system for representing
arithmetic values, which uses the binary digits 0 and 1. The weight of each of
the digits depends on their position in the representation. The null digits have
their usual meaning, and the other ones can have the meaning i21 ⋅  or i21 ⋅− ,
where i indicates the position of the bits. The first non-zero bit will always be
positive, and the signs of the following ones will alternate (the second’s sign
will be minus, the third’s plus, and so on.)

The following algorithm can be used to generate the MTE code of the
positive arithmetic value x. The result will be written in variable c.
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MTE coding algorithm
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Relations (1) and (2) indicate that |||| ,
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k
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ji ee < , therefore the
truncation error reduces in the case of the MTE code.

For establishing the performance of the MTE code, a set of 25 test
images were coded with a compression scheme based on the DWT [1],[3], MTE
and SPIHT algorithm [4]. The PSNR [6] gain given the original SPIHT
algorithm was computed for the reconstructed images. The results are presented
in figure 1. The narrow line represents the average and the thick one represents
a polynomial regression curve.
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placed in the output stream beginning with the most significant bit, we
can consider that in the case of arithmetic representation, the decoder knows
after the same number of passes an extra bit. Because the bit at position Mn is
usually 0 in the case of arithmetic representation, it doesn’t have to be inserted
in the code of the image.
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3  The MTEA code

The MTEA (Minimizing the Truncation Error – Arithmetic) code is a
combination between the MTE code and the binary arithmetic representation of
coefficients, which eliminates the disadvantage of the MTE code.

 In the case of the MTE code, at pass number k all the coefficients in the
interval ],2/( pp  became significant, where 12 +−= knp  and n represents the
position of the first non-zero bit of the largest coefficient. Only the coefficients
situated in the second half of this interval are efficiently coded, because those in
the interval )4/3,2/( pp  are to be corrected at the next pass, thus in two
passes is obtained the same precision that would be obtained in the case of the
arithmetic representation in a single pass. Because at each pass a series of bits
have to be inserted in the output stream to indicate the decomposition of the
trees that contain significant coefficients in zerotrees, for the coefficients in the
first half of the interval ],2/( pp , the arithmetic representation is better.

In the case of the MTEA code, the coefficients in the interval
),4/3[ pp  are MTE coded, and for the ones situated in the interval

)4/3,2/[ pp , the arithmetic representation is used. Because they are
differently represented, the coefficients in the two halves of the interval

),2/[ pp  do not become significant at the same pass. Those situated in the
interval ),4/3[ pp  become significant at pass k, at which the threshold
reaches the value p, and the others become significant at the next pass.
Therefore at pass k become significant the coefficients in the interval

)2/3,[ pp  for which the arithmetic representation will be used, and the
coefficients in the interval ),4/3[ pp  that will be MTE coded.

The intervals of the coefficients that become significant at the passes k
and k+1 are presented in figure 2. The intervals corresponding to the MTE
coded coefficients are white and the other ones are dark.

Because there are two different variants of representing the values, an
extra bit should be inserted in the data stream for each coefficient, to indicate
the actual one. This solution would compromise the compression ratio. Luckily
there is another variant that does not require an extra bit. Because of the way the
intervals were selected, the second bit for each of the coefficients is always 0
and can be used to indicate the coding variant. For example 0 can indicate the
arithmetic representation, and 1 the MTE coding.
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1 become significant at pass k
become significant at pass k + 
gure 2: The coefficients that become significant at the passes k and k+1.

The PSNR gain obtained with the SPIHT algotithm modified according
 MTEA code is presented in figure 3, for the same set of test images that
used in the case of the MTE code. The narrow line represents the average
he thick one represents a polynomial regression curve. The MTEA code
ses the performance of the compression scheme expressed through PSNR
bout 0.75db. The gain is not constant for all the bit rates. Other results are

nted in [2].
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